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How many vowels are there? z z



z z



How many vowels do languages have? z z z z z



No-one knows exactly We do know, however, that human ears can distinguish about 40 vowel heights and 5-30 degrees of backness (depending on vowel height) It is unlikely, however, that a language which uses such fine vowel distinctions will be found So, slight differences in vowel quality may not be used contrastively in a language, but they are salient enough to distinguish accents



The possible vowel space



The number of vowels differs greatly among languages The known minimum is three vowels, [a i u] However, Kabardian, a language of the Caucasus, is said to have only two vowels About 20% of the world’s languages have five vowels: [a e i o u] (the exact qualities vary) Possibly the largest vowel inventory is that of Weert (a dialect of Dutch, which has 28 vowels: 12 long, 10 short and 6 diphthongs Ladefoged 2001
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Vowel and consonant inventories z



z



z



z



Some languages have many consonants and few vowels; e.g. Zulu has 44 consonants and 5 vowels Other languages have similar numbers of vowels and consonants; e.g. British English has 20 vowels and 23 consonants Some languages have few vowels and consonants; e.g. Hawaian has 5 vowels and 8 consonants Having a smaller inventory simply means that words will be longer (since there are fewer consonantvowel combinations available)



The Swedish vowel inventory



Lip rounding z z



z



English has front unrounded and back rounded vowels This is the most common case, but many languages also use front rounded vowels and back unrounded vowels (the former are possibly more common that the latter) French, Swedish, Danish, Norwegian, German and Scots Gaelic are among the European languages that make greater use of lip-rounding



The Scots Gaelic inventory



From Ladefoged 2001 From Ladefoged 2001
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Length z



z



z



Languages distinguish vowels not only in quality but in quantity too Languages that use quantity usually distinguish long and short vowels (note: this distinction is not necessarily the same as the tense/lax distinction of English) A few languages, like Esthonian, are said to have three vowel lengths: short, long and superlong



Nasalized vowels show weaker formants and a larger separation of first and second formants



Nasalization z



[E)]



[b]



Ladefoged 2001



Nasalization and contrast z z z z



Nasalized vowels may contrast with oral vowels About one fifth of the world’s languages have (contrastive) nasalized vowels French and Portuguese are among the European languages that have contrastive vowel nasalization French oral and nasal vowels: ‘there’ [la)] ‘slow’ [la]



[pE] ‘peace’ [l{Â] ‘their’ [lo] ‘prize’ z



Ladefoged 2001



A nasalized vowel is articulated with the velum lowered



[pE)] ‘bread’ [l{)di] ‘Monday’ [lo)] ‘long’



In English, on the other hand, it does not matter whether a vowel is nasalized or not (though whether you have nasalization tells other speakers where you come from)



Examples of nasalized vowels in American English
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Contextual nasalization z



z



Nasalization



In most languages, vowels are nasalized (to an extent) before/after nasal consonants; American English is a language is which such non-contrastive nasalization is quite extensive In French, vowels can also be contextually nasalized when they occur between nasal consonants, but the degree of nasal air-flow is not as strong as in a nasal vowel: bonnet nonnette non-être



oral slightly nasal fully nasal



z z z z



Oral vowel



Contextually nasalized vowel



‘real’ nasalized vowel



[bnt] [nnt] [nnt]



Voice quality z



Nasal airflow is measured with a nasal mask:



Vowels can be distinguished not only in terms of their quality (the value of their formants), but by the type of phonation used for their production; e.g. Gujarati has breathy voiced vowels Mazatec has creaky-voiced vowels Mpi has tense-voice vowels When phonation types are combined with vowel height, backness, rounding and nasalization the number of possible vowels increases dramatically



!Xóõ vowels z



z



!Xóõ, a Bushman language spoken in the Kalahari Desert, has oral and nasalized vowels In addition, [a o u] are produced z z z z



with modal voice with breathy voice with constricted pharynx (pharyngealized) By tightening the lower part of the pharynx, near the epiglottis (strident or epiglottalized vowels)
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Advanced tongue root (ATR) z



z z



z



In many African languages (e.g. Wolof, Akan, Igbo) vowels are distinguished by drawing the root of the tongue forward and/or lowering the larynx, increasing the size of the pharynx; this articulatory gesture is known as advanced tongue root (ATR) The ‘ATR’ vowels sometimes have a breathy quality The ATR distinction is similar to the tense/lax distinction of English (tense vowels have more advanced tongue root than lax vowels) However ATR involves a distinct tongue gesture alone



Advanced tongue root z



Transcription symbol for ATR is a small sideways ‘T’ under the vowel:



[ i ] z z



[i] non-ATR high front vowel [ i] ATR high front vowel



Advanced tongue root



Advanced tongue root



X-ray outlines of the position of the tongue:



z



z



z



There is slightly more energy in the upper frequencies for the ATR vowels In the acoustic space, the ATR vowels are raised and more forward That is, F1 is lower and F2 is higher



Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996
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